PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION:  
(Insert Program Name)

DEPARTMENT:  (Insert Department Name)

COLLEGE/DIVISION:  (Insert College/Division Name)

Resource materials are available at:  http://www.mnsu.edu/planning/sbp.html

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:  DESCRIPTION FROM UNIVERSITY CATALOG WILL BE PROVIDED FOR THE PROGRAM (DESCRIPTION IS NOT EVALUATED)

EVALUATED NARRATIVE:  PROGRAM DEMAND

NARRATIVE PROMPT:  In 500 words total or less, please describe and support with evidence the demand or need (student, community, industry, employer, etc.) that exists for your program currently and projected within in the next five years.

RESPONSE:

EVALUATED NARRATIVE:  PROGRAM IMPACT

NARRATIVE PROMPT:  This narrative provides a picture of the “so what?” and perhaps “so why?” of your program. In 1,500 words total (500 per impact area), identify and support with evidence three areas and/or indicators of your program’s impact.

IMPACT AREA ONE RESPONSE (500 words):

IMPACT AREA TWO RESPONSE (500 words):

IMPACT AREA THREE RESPONSE (500 words):
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PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION: (Insert Program Name)

DEPARTMENT: (Insert Department Name)

COLLEGE/DIVISION: (Insert College/Division Name)

Resource materials are available at: http://www.mnsu.edu/planning/sbp.html

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION FROM UNIVERSITY CATALOG WILL BE PROVIDED FOR THE PROGRAM (DESCRIPTION IS NOT EVALUATED)

EVALUATED NARRATIVE: PROGRAM DEMAND

NARRATIVE PROMPT: In 500 words total or less, please describe and support with evidence the demand or need (student, community, industry, employer, etc.) that exists for your program currently and projected within in the next five years.

RESPONSE:

EVALUATED NARRATIVE: PROGRAM SCHOLARLY IMPACT

NARRATIVE PROMPT: In 500 words total or less, please describe and support with evidence the impact of the scholarly activity advanced by the program (students, community, industry, employers, etc.).

RESPONSE:

EVALUATED NARRATIVE: PROGRAM IMPACT

NARRATIVE PROMPT: This narrative provides a picture of the “so what?” and perhaps “so why?” of your program. In 1,500 words total (500 per impact area), identify and support with evidence three areas and/or indicators of your program’s impact.

IMPACT AREA ONE RESPONSE (500 words):

IMPACT AREA TWO RESPONSE (500 words):

IMPACT AREA THREE RESPONSE (500 words):